[The dependence of hippocampal electrical activity on the probability of the reinforcement of a conditioned food stimulus].
In three dogs the dynamics was studied of changes in the number of instrumental motor reactions, the heart rate and the hippocampus theta rhythm was studied at the change of constant reinforcement to various regimes of probable reinforcement of alimentary conditioned stimulus. At 70 and 50% levels of the reinforcement the instrumental reflex appeared in response to all presentations of the signal stimulus. The greatest decrease in the number of reactions took place at 5% probability. The heart rate both in the intersignal period and at getting of empty feeder depended on the used probability of reinforcement and individual characteristics of animals. The frequency of the theta rhythm in all dogs was the highest at the 30% level and the lowest values were found at the 5% level of reinforcement. The obtained facts testify once more to complex genesis of emotional excitation, the value of which depends both on informational (uncertainty) and motivational (significance of reinforcement) factors.